We have 3 temporary Cook's Helper and 2 Full Time Cook's Helper positions available at the Kahala Resort. Please apply directly through our careers link at kahalaresort.com.

Job Description:

**Cook's Helper (FT)**, req: 186426, 187807, 187929, 187928, 187908

Entry position to the Kitchen. Does routine tasks for the Cook/Pantry personnel short of working a station. May serve food, assist in setting up and breaking down a buffet and in maintaining the kitchen in a clean, orderly manner.

Temp from 11/17-1/31/2015

Shifts will vary between 6am-11pm, any day of the week

- One(1) to two(2) years cooking experience required.
- Experience in a medium sized resort with multiple food and beverage outlets preferred.
- Must have basic knowledge of the fundamentals of cooking, including from scratch cooking.
- Must have basic knowledge of accepted standards of sanitation.
- Must have knowledge of operating all kitchen equipment (i.e. stoves, ovens, broilers, slicers, steamers, kettles, etc.)
- Basic mathematical skills necessary to understand recipes, measurements and portion sizes.